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Abstract

Volcanic aerosol plumes over south east Asia (SEAsia), and only over SEAsia, have always been the trigger and sustaining cause

of: El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events which are the dominant mode of variability in the global climate; Australian and

Indonesian droughts; increased global temperatures; and Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) events. In recent decades this natural plume

has been augmented by an anthropogenic plume which has intensified these events especially from September to November.

Understanding the mechanism which enables aerosols over SEAsia, and only over SEAsia, to create ENSO events is crucial to

understanding the global climate. I show that the SEAsian aerosol plume causes ENSO events by: reflecting/absorbing solar

radiation which warms the upper troposphere; and reducing surface radiation which cools the surface under the plume. This

inversion reduces convection in SEAsia thereby suppressing the Walker Circulation and the Trade Winds which causes the Sea

Surface Temperature (SST) to rise in the central Pacific Ocean and creates convection there. This further weakens/reverses

the Walker Circulation driving the climate into an ENSO state which is maintained until the SEAsian aerosols dissipate and

the climate system relaxes into a non-ENSO state. Data from the Global Volcanism Program (151 years), the Last Millennium

Ensemble (1,156 years), MERRA-2 (41 years) and NASA MODIS on Terra (21 years) demonstrates this connection with the

Nino 3.4 and 1+2 SST, the Southern Oscillation Index, and three events commonly associated with ENSO: drought in south

eastern Australia; the IOD and a warmer World.
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Key Points: 8 

 Volcanic aerosols over South East Asia have always triggered and sustained El Nino and 9 

IOD events and drought in south eastern Australia 10 

 These volcanic aerosol plumes have been augmented by anthropogenic aerosols in recent 11 

decades especially from September to November 12 

 The Last Millennium Ensemble and 23 models from CMIP6 incorporate aerosol levels 13 

over south east Asia which are far too low 14 
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Abstract 16 

Volcanic aerosol plumes over south east Asia (SEAsia), and only over SEAsia, have always been 17 

the trigger and sustaining cause of: El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events which are the 18 

dominant mode of variability in the global climate; Australian and Indonesian droughts; 19 

increased global temperatures; and Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) events. In recent decades this 20 

natural plume has been augmented by an anthropogenic plume which has intensified these events 21 

especially from September to November. Understanding the mechanism which enables aerosols 22 

over SEAsia, and only over SEAsia, to create ENSO events is crucial to understanding the global 23 

climate. I show that the SEAsian aerosol plume causes ENSO events by: reflecting/absorbing 24 

solar radiation which warms the upper troposphere; and reducing surface radiation which cools 25 

the surface under the plume. This inversion reduces convection in SEAsia thereby suppressing 26 

the Walker Circulation and the Trade Winds which causes the Sea Surface Temperature (SST) to 27 

rise in the central Pacific Ocean and creates convection there. This further weakens/reverses the 28 

Walker Circulation driving the climate into an ENSO state which is maintained until the 29 

SEAsian aerosols dissipate and the climate system relaxes into a non-ENSO state. Data from the 30 

Global Volcanism Program (151 years), the Last Millennium Ensemble (1,156 years), MERRA-31 

2 (41 years) and NASA MODIS on Terra (21 years) demonstrates this connection with the Nino 32 

3.4 and 1+2 SST, the Southern Oscillation Index, and three events commonly associated with 33 

ENSO: drought in south eastern Australia; the IOD and a warmer World.  34 

Plain Language Summary 35 

El Niño events, the greatest inter-annual variation in the global climate, are and always have 36 

been caused by volcanic aerosols in south east Asia. In recent decades the volcanic aerosols have 37 

been augmented by anthropogenic aerosols especially from September to November which has 38 

intensified ENSO events in these months. The same aerosol plume also creates drought in south 39 

eastern Australia and Indian Ocean Dipole events simultaneously. Volcanic, modelling, 40 

reanalysis and measured data all confirm these results. 41 

1 Introduction 42 

South East Asia (SEAsia) is a unique region with several attributes which enable SEAsia, and 43 

only SEAsia, to create and sustain El Niño Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) (ENSO) events and 44 

their associated effects such as drought in South Eastern Australia (SEAus) and Indian Ocean 45 

Dipole (IOD) events. SEAsia is a region which covers about 3% of the global surface and: 46 

hosted 26% of the eruptions in the Global Volcanism Program (GVP) database (Venzke, 2013) 47 

from 1800 to 2020 Appendix A; drives the “non-ENSO” Walker Circulation; is the largest area 48 

of tropical convection in the world; drives the northern and southern regional Hadley 49 

Circulation; covers the eastern part of the Indian Ocean used to calculate the IOD; and in recent 50 

decades has hosted one of the eight extreme, anthropogenic, continental scale, aerosol plumes 51 

from September to November (SON) Appendix B.  52 

ENSO is the dominant interannual climate signal originating in the tropical Pacific and is driven 53 

by interactions between the atmosphere and ocean (McPhaden et al., 2006). It is defined in the 54 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Assessment Report Four (AR4) Glossary 55 

(Solomon et al., 2007) as a coupled atmosphere-ocean phenomenon with a two to seven year 56 

time scale with significant effects on the climate in the Pacific region and across the world. 57 
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ENSO events commence when the Trade Winds (TWs) blowing from east to west across the 58 

Pacific Ocean weaken (Enfield (1989), McPhaden et al. (1998), Brown and Fedorov (2010), Cai 59 

et al. (2015) and B. Wang and An (2002)). It is therefore clear that the TWs and therefore the 60 

Walker Circulation are intimately connected with ENSO events and determining the cause of the 61 

weakening of the TWs and Walker Circulation may well reveal the cause of ENSO events. It is 62 

known that aerosol plumes can alter the major atmospheric circulation systems (Solomon et al., 63 

2007), (Remer et al., 2009) and the South East Asian aerosol Plume (SEAP) is uniquely 64 

positioned to influence the Walker Circulation as it, and only it, of the eight continental scale 65 

aerosol plumes exists in the region of non-ENSO Walker Circulation convection.  66 

The literature includes many attempts to connect volcanic eruptions and ENSO events. Neville 67 

Nicholls (1988) and N. Nicholls (1990) investigated volcanic eruptions and El Niño events and 68 

concluded there was no connection. Hirono (1988) investigated the possibility that the 1983 69 

eruption of El Chichon in Mexico could have triggered the El Niño which followed and Robock 70 

et al. (1995) investigating this hypothesis found that: the eruption did not trigger the El Niño 71 

event which followed; and that only trade wind collapses in the western Pacific Ocean can 72 

initiate ENSO events. Handler and Andsager (1990) investigated the volcanic hypothesis which 73 

states that low-latitude volcanic aerosols are the immediate and only cause of warmer than 74 

normal SST or El Niño and its inverse using Monte Carlo techniques and found that both aspects 75 

of the hypothesis were satisfied. Self et al. (1997) investigated volcanic aerosol perturbations and 76 

the 16 strongest El Niño events over the last 150 years and found no general correlation. In 77 

discussing the evolution of ENSO events Trenberth et al. (2002) suggested that the effects of 78 

volcanic eruptions on ENSO events remained unanswered questions. Emile-Geay et al. (2008) 79 

focused on very large eruptions which were greater than the Pinatubo eruption in 1991 and found 80 

that small eruptions have no effect. Zhang et al. (2013) investigated the effects of large eruptions 81 

using Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) in latitudinal bands 0 to 30 and 30 to 90 in both 82 

hemispheres to force the climate model but did not consider the location or the intensity of the 83 

eruption and noted this should be done in the future. Cane (2005) reviewed forecasts of ENSO 84 

activity, found that there was no clear picture and suggested solar and volcanic variations in solar 85 

insolation and atmospheric aerosols might have a role. Ammann et al. (2003) found that 86 

including an improved volcanic eruption dataset in climate model simulations improved the 87 

correlation between the modelled data and observations whilst Mann et al. (2005) showed a short 88 

term response of ENSO to tropical eruptions. Other publications which address the link between 89 

volcanic eruptions and ENSO are Timmreck (2012), Maher et al. (2015), Blake et al. (2018) and 90 

Predybaylo et al. (2017). 91 

There is therefore obviously great interest in, but no general agreement on, the connection 92 

between volcanic eruptions and ENSO events for two reasons: In general, only large eruptions 93 

were considered and smaller eruptions which do not eject tephra into the stratosphere were 94 

ignored; and a global analysis was undertaken rather than focusing on a specific region, south 95 

east Asia, which is the only area which can create and sustain an ENSO event because it is the 96 

region which drives the entire non-ENSO Walker Circulation. This paper provides the definitive 97 

explanation for the causation of ENSO events by volcanic eruptions by specifically focusing on 98 

eruptions within south east Asia and shows the same volcanic aerosols also create IOD events 99 

and drought in south eastern Australia.  100 
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2 Methods and Overview 101 

I demonstrate that volcanoes in SEAsia have always created and sustained ENSO events in three 102 

stages by showing:  103 

First that volcanic tephra from the SEAsian eruptions has a statistically significant connection to 104 

the three ENSO indices, Nino 3.4 and 1+2 SST, the SOI, and other ENSO related events using 105 

GVP data; 106 

Second that aerosols over SEAsia are intimately connected to the three ENSO indices, using the 107 

Last Millennium Ensemble (LME) (Otto-Bliesner et al., 2016), MERRA-2 (M2) (Gelaro et al., 108 

2017) and the NASA Terra/MODIS (Kaufman et al., 2000) and NCEP-R1 (Kalnay et al., 1996) 109 

(together TN) data; and  110 

Third that the connection must flow from the aerosols to ENSO.  111 

ENSO events are created in the following sequential stages: 112 

1. The SEAP is established;  113 

2. The SEAP aerosols absorb (and reflect) solar radiation which: (a) heats the atmosphere; 114 

and (b) reduces solar radiation at the surface under the plume which cools the surface; this 115 

3. Creates a temperature inversion compared to times without a plume which reduces 116 

convection; 117 

4. Reduced convection over SEAsia causes the TWs blowing from east to west over the 118 

Pacific Ocean as part of the Walker Circulation to reduce in intensity as there is a reduced 119 

exit into the convection and the Walker/Hadley Circulation; 120 

5. Reduced TW speed over the Pacific Ocean causes the sea surface temperature to rise; 121 

which 122 

6. Creates convection in this region and the Walker circulation further relaxes or even 123 

reverses; 124 

7. The SOI is forced into a negative phase by these changes in convection; 125 

8. The western Pacific warm pool then migrates east as the wind stress on the ocean has 126 

reduced; 127 

9. The ENSO event continues until the aerosol plume over SEAsia dissipates which is 128 

typically when the SEAsian monsoon starts in mid November and washes the aerosols out 129 

of the atmosphere; and 130 

10. With the revived TW speed over the Pacific Ocean the warm pool then migrates west again 131 

and the ENSO event ends. 132 

This paper follows this sequence to establish the connection between each step and the SEAP 133 

and a schematic showing the development of an ENSO event is included in Appendix C.  134 

2.1 Areas Used 135 

The areas used in this analysis are shown in Fig. 1 and are: 136 
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1. The area covered by the SEAP (SEAP Area) 10º S-10º N and 90º E-160º E; 137 

2. The Central SEAP (CSEAP) Area 5º S-5º N and 100º E-120º E;  138 

3. The IOD Areas 50E-70E and 10S-10N and 90E-110E and 10S-0N 139 

4. SEAus pressure 130º to 145º E and 25º to 40º S and Melbourne; 140 

5. SEAus rainfall 137º to 160º E and 30º to 40º S and Melbourne; 141 

 142 

 143 

Figure 1. The SEAP Area, green; CSEAP Area, pink; IOD Areas, black outline; SEAus 144 

pressure, orange; SEAus rainfall, white outline; Melbourne, green pin; volcano locations from 145 

the GVP in red; and gas flares (NOAA and the Global Gas Flaring Reduction Partnership 146 

(GGFRP), yellow. Map data: Google Earth, US Dept of State Geographer, SIO, NOAA, U.S. 147 

Navy NGA, GEBCO; image Landsat/Copernicus. © Google Maps 2021. 148 

2.2 ENSO Theory, Models and Climate Models 149 

Since Bjerknes (1969) first described the link between the atmospheric and oceanic components 150 

of ENSO events several theories have been developed to explain the triggering, development and 151 

decay of ENSO events. Bjerknes (1969) suggested that the ocean triggered ENSO events with 152 

the warmer SST creating convection in the central Pacific Ocean and slowing the Walker 153 

Circulation which created higher pressure in Djakarta/Singapore. However, this is at odds with 154 

the literature cited above which clearly states that relaxation of the Trade Winds triggers ENSO 155 

events. Kleeman and Moore (1997) suggest that the predictability of ENSO events is limited by 156 

the stochastic forcing of atmospheric transients and this is in accord with this paper which shows 157 

the atmospheric transients are created by the volcanic SEAP which is inherently unpredictable. 158 

Zebiak and Cane (1987) proposed a simple coupled atmosphere/ocean ENSO model which 159 

demonstrated oscillatory behaviour with a period of 3 to 4 years and stated that this oscillation is 160 
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an internal characteristic of the coupled system as, apart from year one there is no external 161 

forcing. This implies that the recurrence of ENSO in the LME data at a similar period across 162 

eight significantly different forcing scenarios is also an internal characteristic of the model. One 163 

inherent characteristic of ENSO events is their synchronisation to the annual cycle and Stein et 164 

al. (2014) suggest this is due to annual modulation of the coupled system. This paper shows that 165 

the annual modulation is driven by the south east Asian monsoon which clears aerosols from the 166 

SEAP Area allowing convection and the TWs to be re-established and the oceanic elements of 167 

ENSO to relax back to their non-ENSO state over the following months. Dijkstra (2006) found 168 

that the internal variability and feedbacks within the coupled atmosphere/ocean system create 169 

ENSO events, whilst acknowledging that the mechanism which creates ENSO irregularity has 170 

not yet been identified which is exactly what this paper does. 171 

C. Wang (2018) reviewed the theories used to model ENSO and categorised them as: (1) a stable 172 

mode interacting with high frequency forcing (HFF); and (2) a self-sustaining oscillation which 173 

was split into four types: delayed; recharge-discharge; western Pacific; and advective-reflective. 174 

The paper concludes that there is no agreement yet on which category is correct.  175 

This paper: supports (Kleeman & Moore, 1997) and (Dijkstra, 2006); demonstrates that the high 176 

frequency forcing is the volcanic tephra over SEAsia; and therefore shows that the category (1) 177 

HFF theory in C. Wang (2018) is correct. 178 

Khodri et al. (2017) using data from the Fifth Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) 179 

found that volcanically induced cooling of tropical Africa drives equatorial wind anomalies in 180 

the central Pacific Ocean which tends to favour an ENSO like response within two years. 181 

However, the progression from an African eruption, which is remote from the Walker 182 

Circulation and ENSO centres, Nino 3.4 and 1+2 and the SOI centres of Darwin and Tahiti, to an 183 

ENSO event is complex involving atmospheric Kelvin waves and relies on a latency within the 184 

climate to create an ENSO event within two years. Fadnavis et al. (2021) investigated the effects 185 

of the Nabro volcanic eruption in north east Africa in 2011 on the Indian summer monsoon and 186 

noted that, using the complex methodology described in Khodri et al. (2017), the eruption 187 

induced warming in the central Pacific Ocean, whereas this paper provides a simple and 188 

immediate explanation for the triggering and sustaining of ENSO events by volcanic eruptions in 189 

south east Asia which is within the Walker Circulation and ENSO centres.  190 

It should be clearly understood that Climate Models are “tuned” to produce, inter alia, the 191 

required ENSO characteristics and this is how climate models produce ENSO events without 192 

volcanic forcing. For confirmation see Hourdin et al. (2017), Mignot et al. (2021), Schmidt et al. 193 

(2017) and Senior et al. (2020). Hence climate models produce ENSO events with the expected 194 

characteristics because they are tuned to do so and until the tuning process creates the required 195 

characteristic tuning continues. One of the cited papers suggests that the tuning process is the 196 

most time-consuming process confronted in the development of a climate model and takes up to 197 

3 years.  198 

The climate models used in CMIP6 have been assessed for “ENSO Performance” in the 199 

Historical Experiment (HE) using Planton et al. (2021) which lists four segments of metrics: 200 

Climatology (8); Basic Characteristics (7); Teleconnections (4); and Processes (5). However, no 201 

metric assesses the accurate reproduction of the sequence of  known ENSO events in the HE!  202 
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2.3 ENSO and volcanic eruptions  203 

The anthropogenic SEAP has only existed in its current form since about 1980 (Fig. 2 which 204 

shows a 500% increase from 1980 to 2000 and Appendix B) and as ENSO events have most 205 

likely occurred for millions of years (NOAA at https://www.pmel.noaa.gov/elnino/faq) the driver 206 

of historic ENSO events must be the natural SEAP created by volcanic eruptions Appendix A 207 

and, according to the Volcano Global Risk Identification and Analysis Project at 208 

https://www2.bgs.ac.uk/vogripa/index.cfm and the Global Volcanism Program at 209 

https://volcano.si.edu/volcano.cfm?vn=261090 SEAP Area volcanoes have been erupting for the 210 

same period e.g. Toba’s earliest eruption is dated at 1.2 Ma.  211 

 212 

 213 

 214 

Figure 2. Percentage change in: monthly average CSEAP Area, Aerosol Index (AI) (TOMS 215 

instrument - Nimbus 7 (N7); Earth Probe (EP); and AOD (Terra) with the Mauna Loa CO2 216 

(Keeling et al., 2005). Note: (1) the vertical scales differ by two orders of magnitude; (2) the near 217 

random occurrence of significant peaks; and (3) the increasing trend in AI from 1979 to 2000. 218 

2.4 ENSO seasonality, character and return frequency 219 

The literature describes ENSO events as exhibiting a return frequency of two to seven to ten 220 

years and the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) website at 221 

http://webext.cgd.ucar.edu/Multi-Case/CVDP_repository/cesm1.lm/nino34.powspec.png shows 222 

the ENSO power spectra for all the LME runs and the same information for the HadISST_1 223 

(Rayner et al., 2003) and ERSST v5_1 (Huang et al., 2017). The HadISST_1 and ERSST v5_1 224 

spectra are similar and Fig. 3(a) shows the multiple peaks in the HadISST_1 data whilst all the 225 

LME runs show a single peak at about 5 years e.g., Fig. 3(b), and are nearly identical even with 226 

the different forcings used and are all very different from the measured spectra. I suggest that the 227 

reason for the difference is that none of the forcings applied in the LME runs included volcanic 228 

forcing at the required spatial and temporal resolution and this is discussed later.  229 

https://www.pmel.noaa.gov/elnino/faq
https://www2.bgs.ac.uk/vogripa/index.cfm
https://volcano.si.edu/volcano.cfm?vn=261090
http://webext.cgd.ucar.edu/Multi-Case/CVDP_repository/cesm1.lm/nino34.powspec.png
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The combination of HadlSST_1 and SEAP Area volcanic tephra power spectra from 1980 to 230 

2017 in Fig. 3(c) shows that the SEAP Area volcanic tephra power spectrum is similar in form to 231 

the HadlSST_1 spectrum with nearly identical multiple peaks including the major peaks at 6.17 232 

and 5.42 years respectively. Given the uncertainties in the tephra data which is based on GVP 233 

Volcanic Explosivity Index (VEI) data available as integer values on a pseudo logarithmic scale 234 

and converted to tephra (VEIT) using Table 1 in (Newhall & Self, 1982), the similarity of the 235 

spectra is impressive. 236 

 237 

 238 

Figure 3: ENSO power spectra: HadISST_1 (a); LME all forcings run 5 (b); and combined 239 

HadlSST_1 and SEAP Area tephra (c). 240 

 241 

ENSO is highly seasonal as Fig. 4 shows and this paper provides an explanation for the 242 

seasonality. NCEP/NCAR average monthly rainfall in the CSEAP area and the Nino 3.4 SST 243 

(1980-2020) correlate at -0.57 significance <0.1 with the SST reducing when rainfall in the 244 

CSEAP Area is high. This clearly supports the hypothesis that the SEAP is the cause of ENSO 245 

events as the SEAsian monsoon rainfall washes the aerosols out of the atmosphere in the SEAP 246 

Area enabling convection to be re-established in the region to drive the TWs and end the ENSO 247 

event.  248 

 249 
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 250 

Figure 4: NCEP-R1 Reanalysis Nino 3.4 SST averages: 1950-79; 1980-2020; and the difference. 251 

Source NCEP Reanalysis 252 

 253 

ENSO has become more intense in recent decades as Fig. 4 demonstrates with the Nino 3.4 SST 254 

rising by over 0.25°C in recent decades and especially in Aug-Nov when the anthropogenic 255 

SEAP is at its peak. This change in ENSO is noted in the IPCC AR6 Working Group 1 Draft 256 

Report at 2-97 (48-51) relying on Grothe et al. (2020) who state that in the recent five decades 257 

ENSO activity is 25% stronger than in the preindustrial era. 258 

The general rise in all months is due to the increase in the levels of both the natural and 259 

anthropogenic SEAP as Appendices A and B and Fig. 2 show and the anomalous rise from Aug 260 

to Nov is entirely due to the extreme apparitions of the anthropogenic SEAP.  261 

2.5 Walker Circulation 262 

The Walker Circulation is defined in the IPCC AR4 Glossary as a direct thermally driven zonal 263 

atmospheric circulation over the tropical Pacific Ocean, with convection in the west and sinking 264 

air in the east (See also C. Wang (2002), Barry and Chorley (2010), Trenberth et al. (2000) and 265 

Sturman and Tapper (1996)).  266 

The Australian Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) shows images of the atmospheric circulation 267 

during El Niño, La Nina and neutral seasons on its website at: 268 
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http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/about/australian-climate-influences.shtml?bookmark=enso. It is 269 

clear from these figures that the “direct thermal drive” for the La Niña and neutral Walker 270 

Circulation must be located at ground level in the SEAP Area where solar radiation heats the 271 

Earth’s surface which in turn heats the atmosphere as the rising limb of the non-ENSO Walker 272 

Circulation is located there in exactly the same location as the SEAP which is therefore uniquely 273 

positioned to directly affect the Walker Circulation and create ENSO events.  274 

Since variations in the solar energy at the top of the atmosphere cannot explain the reduction in 275 

the surface heating in the SEAP Area which causes convection and the Walker Circulation to 276 

relax, the reduction must be caused by variations within the atmosphere where the SEAP reduces 277 

surface solar radiation. Indeed: Tosca et al. (2015) investigated the effects of anthropogenic 278 

aerosols in West Africa and reported that anthropogenic aerosols in the tropics limit convection; 279 

and Fig. 2.23 ((Nozawa et al., 2005) and (Takemura et al., 2005) in chapter 2 of the IPCC AR4 280 

shows that, on a globally averaged basis, surface radiative forcing is controlled by aerosols with 281 

the net effect of long-lived greenhouse gases, ozone, aerosols and land use aligning nearly 282 

perfectly with the aerosol direct effect.  283 

Therefore, from the IPCC AR4 and literature it is a plausible hypothesis that the SEAP could 284 

force the Walker Circulation and TWs to relax by reducing the surface solar radiation available 285 

to drive convection in the SEAP Area. 286 

2.6 The Indian Ocean Dipole and ENSO 287 

The IOD (Saji et al., 1999) is described on the BOM website at 288 

http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/iod/ which shows images of the Indian Ocean atmospheric 289 

circulation in the three phases of the IOD and states that: IOD events start in May/June; peak a 290 

few months later and decay at the end of the southern spring when the monsoon arrives in the 291 

southern hemisphere. The BOM images clearly show that convection reverses over the SEAP 292 

Area when the IOD moves from a negative/neutral to positive phase.  293 

Abram et al. (2020) found a persistent coupling has existed between the variability of the IOD 294 

and the El Niño Southern Oscillation during the last millennium and the BOM website shows 295 

that the relaxing/reversing of convection in the SEAP Area is common to both. I show that the 296 

SEAP, uniquely positioned to control convection in the SEAP Area, drives both events 297 

simultaneously. 298 

2.7 South Eastern Australia rainfall 299 

Drought in SEAus has a major effect on agriculture and has been linked to ENSO and the IOD. 300 

The Centre for Australian Climate and Weather Research (CAWCR) produced technical report 301 

26 (Timbal et al., 2010) which found the major agents correlating with drought are ENSO and 302 

higher Mean Sea Level Pressure (MSLP) in SEAus in the southern Autumn, Winter and Spring, 303 

whilst Ummenhofer et al. (2009) state that it is the IOD and not ENSO which drives drought in 304 

SEAus. I show that MSLP increases over SEAus from April to October, the wet season in 305 

SEAus, are driven by the SEAP perturbing the southern regional Hadley Circulation by forcing 306 

the associated tropical convection and sub-tropical high to the south.  Thus, I show the SEAP 307 

simultaneously creates ENSO and IOD events and drought in SEAus. 308 

http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/about/australian-climate-influences.shtml?bookmark=enso
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/iod/
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2.8 Global Temperature 309 

It is well known that the global temperature increases during an ENSO event. The Hadley Centre 310 

CRUTEM5 global temperature dataset (Morice et al., 2021) shows that the average annual global 311 

temperature increases by over 0.3ºC during an ENSO event with some months showing increases 312 

of over 0.7ºC. Hence it is essential to show, contrary to accepted science that aerosols cool the 313 

World, that the SEAP causes the World to warm if it is indeed the cause of ENSO events. The 314 

results section shows that: on average across the eight LME simulations the annual global 315 

temperature rises by 0.65ºC from minimum to maximum SEAP AOD, and the trend maps from 316 

all the eight LME simulations analysed show that whilst the SEAP reduces surface temperatures 317 

under the plume the remainder of the World warms significantly.  318 

2.9 The South East Asian aerosol Plume (SEAP) 319 

This paper focuses on SEAsia as this region is where convection, which drives the Walker 320 

Circulation, occurs and is therefore where aerosols can have a significant effect. Appendices A 321 

and B describe in detail the sources of aerosols in the SEAP Area, the natural SEAP derived 322 

from volcanic eruptions and the anthropogenic SEAP derived mainly from biomass burning and 323 

gas flares in the oil production industry. Reid et al. (2013) provides a review of the south east 324 

Asian aerosol system. 325 

2.9.1 The natural SEAP  326 

The SEAP Area, which covers about 3.4% of the globe, is the world’s most tectonically active 327 

area with the United States Geological Survey (USGS) earthquake database (USGS, 2021) 328 

showing 25% (5 of 20) of the major earthquakes (magnitude > 8.4) in the world since 1900 329 

occurred in the SEAP Area and the GVP database showing that from 1800 to 2020 over 26% of 330 

the global volcanic eruptions occurred in the SEAP Area (Appendix A). Simkin and Siebert 331 

(2000) state that 5 of 16 (31%) of the continuously erupting volcanoes in the world for the past 332 

24 years are located in the SEAP Area and that one more, in Vanuatu, is just to the south east of 333 

the SEAP Area.   334 

Note: The SEAP is the only one of the eight continental scale aerosol plumes (Appendix B) 335 

which contains such significant levels of volcanic aerosols. 336 

2.9.2 The anthropogenic SEAP  337 

The anthropogenic SEAP is one of eight continental scale, anthropogenic, aerosol plumes which 338 

occur annually and are shown in Appendix B. These extreme plumes typically exist for a few 339 

months each year at the end of the regional dry season when biomass burning can occur. The 340 

SEAP is easily identified on the monthly mean AOD and AI data. The change in the CSEAP 341 

Area AI and AOD is shown in Fig. 2 and was extremely high in 1982, 1983, 1991, 1997, 2002, 342 

2004, 2006, 2009, 2014, 2015 and 2019 compared with the intervening years. 1983 is the only 343 

year where an extreme peak emission is not in September or October. The Terra AOD data is 344 

shown in greater detail in Appendix B to demonstrate clearly the peak anthropogenic aerosol 345 

emission season is SON, the end of the dry season in SEAsia.  346 
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CALIPSO (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations) (Winker et al., 347 

2009) profiles confirm a layer of smoke existed at about 3Km altitude in October 2015 in the 348 

SEAP Area and Fig. 5 shows the geographic extent of the 2015 extreme apparition of the SEAP. 349 

This paper analyses the effects of the SEAP on an annual and SON (when the anthropogenic 350 

plume is most intense and therefore has its greatest effect) basis.  351 

The maximum SEAP AOD was 1.60 (Oct 2015) and the maximum Nimbus 7 (N7) and Earth 352 

Probe (EP) AI was 1.81 (Sept 1997). The AI of the CSEAP Area increased by about 500% from 353 

Jan 1979 to 1992 and by slightly more in 2000 in years without extensive biomass burning. From 354 

Jan 1979 to Sep 1997, a major biomass burning event year (Applegate et al., 2001), the increase 355 

in September AI was 5,000%. Note the AI and AOD in 2000/01 are the same magnitude and the 356 

AOD percentage increase has been calculated on this basis. 357 

The surface radiative forcing of the anthropogenic SEAP is significant and the literature 358 

includes:  359 

1. A 10% to 30% reduction of Photosynthetically Active Radiation (Ramanathan, 2006);  360 

2. -150 W m-2 (Duncan et al., 2003); and during ACE-Asia, ~-286.0 W/m2/τα (Hansell et al., 361 

2003). 362 

3. Figure 7 in Ott et al. (2010) shows the atmospheric heating effect of the SEAP in 2006 363 

with temperature rises of over 0.5º C in October from 400 to 200 hPa. 364 

 365 

 366 

Figure 5. NASA Terra/MODIS AOD in SON 2015. Source: NASA Giovanni. 367 

2.9.3 The SEAP in the LME and MERRA-2 368 

It is worth noting here that the AOD in both the LME and M2 data is far too low and this 369 

problem is discussed later. 370 
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3 DATA 371 

The creation of ENSO events by the natural and anthropogenic SEAP is demonstrated by 372 

showing that each step in the development of an ENSO event outlined above is directly linked to 373 

the SEAP in three ways: 374 

First: the GVP data is used to demonstrate a direct link from the tephra ejected by volcanoes in 375 

the SEAP Area to the ENSO indices and other associated events; 376 

Second: modelling, reanalysis and satellite data is used to show the same effects as tephra and 377 

that ENSO and associated events can all be explained by physical mechanisms controlled by the 378 

SEAP; 379 

Third: The LME annual data from the eight simulations is used to create trend maps of the 380 

parameter being analysed. The trend maps are created by: 381 

 382 

1. Computing the trend line equation of the SEAP AOD and the parameter being analysed 383 

at each point on the map; 384 

2. Computing the values of the parameter at the minimum and maximum SEAP AOD 385 

values and the difference between them; 386 

3. Plotting the differences as a map; 387 

4. Computing the correlation of the SEAP AOD and the parameter and the Student’s t 388 

value; 389 

5. Plotting the t values of 0, 2.59, 3.31 and 3.92 which correspond to significance levels of 390 

0 (change from negative to positive correlation) 0.01, 0.001 and 0.0001 on the same map 391 

as a contour; 392 

3.1 Volcano data  393 

Volcanic eruption tephra was derived from the GVP database using only confirmed eruptions, 394 

calculated as shown in Appendix D and analysed using the segments in Table 1. The other 395 

parameters used were: the NOAA ENSO indices (Nino 3.4 and 1+2 SST); BOM SOI; NCEP-R1 396 

reanalysis SST, omega and wind speed; BOM 9:00am sea level pressure and rainfall for south 397 

eastern Australia; and the NOAA Dipole Mode Index (IOD) and these datasets limited the time 398 

span of the analysis to the periods in Table 1. 399 

This data was not detrended due to the massive eruptions of Krakatau (1883) and Agung (1963) 400 

distorting the detrending process. 401 

 402 

  GVP Data Segments (Km
3
) Period 

1 Surface Temp SEAP Area Standard  1948-2020 

2 Omega SEAP Area Standard  1948-2020 

3 Wind Speed Nino 3.4 Area Standard  1948-2020 

4 Nino 3.4 SST Standard 1870-2020 

5 Nino 1+2 SST 0, 0.00054, 0.001, 0.004, >0.004 1870- 2020 
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6 SOI Standard  1876-2020  

7 Convection Nino 3.4 Area 0, 0.007, 0.02, > 0.02 1948-2020 

8 IOD (May to October) Standard 1870-2020 

9 Pressure SE Australia (Apr-Oct) 0, 0.00035, 0.0004,0.001, 0.01, >0.01 1903-2020  

10 Rainfall SE Australia (Apr-Oct) 0, 0.0003, 0.0005, 0.001, 0.005, 0.1, > 0.1  1870-2020 

11 Global annual temperature 0, 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.015, >0.015 1870-2020 

 403 

Table 1. GVP volcano data segments and analysis periods. Standard segment boundaries are 0, 404 

0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 and greater than 0.1 Km
3
. Periods other than 1870-2020 are limited by 405 

the availability of BOM data except for 1948-2020 which is limited by the NCEP-R1 reanalysis 406 

data. 407 

3.2 Modelling, reanalysis and satellite data 408 

All this data was detrended by: copying all the individual time series (88 for the LME, 11 for M2 409 

and 22 for TN (annual + SON)) to PAST 3 (Hammer et al., 2001), a statistical analysis software 410 

package; detrending the data (a simple one-click process); copying the detrended data back to a 411 

spreadsheet; and adding the average of the un-detrended data to each element of the time series 412 

to give a series with the same average magnitude as the un-detrended data which enables a direct 413 

comparison between measured data and the LME, M2 and TN data. 414 

3.2.1 Last Millennium Ensemble (LME) 415 

The LME data analysed is: atmosphere, post processed monthly averages consisting of seven 416 

simulations (Table 1 (Otto-Bliesner et al., 2016)) plus “850” which were repeated in multiple 417 

runs. Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) (AODVIS), surface pressure (PSL), surface temperature 418 

(TS), precipitation (PRECL), vertical pressure velocity (OMEGA) and wind speed (U10) data 419 

from these simulations(run) was downloaded: (850 (3); All (13); Ozone and Aerosol (2); Green 420 

House Gas (3); Land Use (3); Orbital (3); Solar (5); and Volcanic (5). Each simulation(run) 421 

provided two NetCDF data files for each parameter covering the entire world from 850 to 1849 422 

and 1850 to 2005 except for the ozone and aerosol simulation which provided one file from 1850 423 

to 2005. Matlab (Matlab, 2019) was then used to: extract data for the required areas from each 424 

file; create a single time series of 1,156 years (13,872 months); and export the time series data 425 

and date together with the latitudes and longitudes used to a spreadsheet. 426 

The time series data was then converted to tabular form by year and month, checked for accuracy 427 

by summation of the time series and table, and the average (total for rainfall) annual data 428 

calculated. This data was then detrended as described above. Finally, data for each parameter 429 

from all eight simulations/runs was plotted on the same scatter plot against the AOD for the same 430 

simulation/run to give 8,248 points, the trend and R
2
 value and on a second scatter plot with the 431 

individual simulations separated on the AOD axis by 0.1. 432 

Climate indices for the IOD and SOI are not available directly from the LME. The IOD was 433 

calculated using TS from the standard IOD areas. The SOI was calculated using the BOM 434 
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formula at: http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/enso/soi/about-soi.html and PSL data for the areas 435 

near Darwin (12º to 14º S and 130º to 133º E) and Tahiti (16º to 18º S and 207º to 213º E). 436 

Note: 437 

(1) TS (skin temperature) from the atmosphere dataset was used rather than SST (sea surface 438 

temperature) from the ocean dataset for simplicity as the ocean dataset is provided on a 439 

rotated grid rather than latitude and longitude. 440 

(2) Although the annual LME SEAP Area AODVIS data ranges from 0.04 to 0.11 which is 441 

significantly lower than the Terra annual data which ranges from 0.18 to 0.27, the data still 442 

shows statistically significant relationships between the SEAP Area AOD, the ENSO 443 

indices and the other parameters.  444 

(3)  The volcanic forcing data in the LME cannot of itself demonstrate the connection between 445 

the natural volcanic SEAP and ENSO as it does not have the resolution required to do so. It 446 

is derived from ice cores in the Arctic and Antarctic (Otto-Bliesner et al., 2016) and Gao et 447 

al. (2008) who provide the data as only stratospheric sulphate forcing in latitude bands (ten 448 

degrees wide), by altitude and month. For volcanic tephra to travel to the polar regions the 449 

tephra must be injected into the stratosphere requiring a minimum VEI of 3 to 4. Hence all 450 

the VEI 0,1,2 and some (50% assumed) of the VEI 3 eruptions in the SEAP Area must be 451 

missing from the dataset. Since this excludes over 98% of the eruptions in the SEAP Area 452 

since 1870 which are used in this paper the resolution of this LME volcanic forcing dataset 453 

is inadequate in itself in terms of eruption size, geo-space, time and aerosol type to prove 454 

the causation of ENSO by SEAP Area volcanic tephra described in this paper. However, 455 

the LME volcanic forcing does provide another independent aerosol forcing dataset which 456 

shows the same results as the other LME simulations and is therefore included in the 457 

analysis. 458 

3.2.2 MERRA-2 reanalysis 459 

A similar approach was used for the NASA M2 reanalysis dataset (1980-2020) which includes 460 

assimilated aerosols. AOD (M2IMNXGAS_5_12_4_AODANA), surface pressure 461 

(M2IMNPANA_5_12_4_PS) precipitation (M2TMNXFLX_5_12_4_PRECTOT) surface skin 462 

temperature (M2TMNXSLV_5_12_4_TS), omega (M2IMNPASM_5_12_4_OMEGA) and 463 

surface eastward wind (mean_M2TMNXFLX_5_12_4_ULML) data was downloaded, and 464 

annual averages or totals calculated. All M2 data was detrended in the same way as the LME 465 

data. 466 

The SOI and IOD for the M2 analysis were calculated using data from the M2 dataset using the 467 

BOM formula for the SOI and surface pressure near Darwin (130º to 131º E and 12º to 13º S) 468 

and Tahiti (149º to 150º W and 17º to 18º S) and TS for the standard IOD areas.  469 

3.2.3 Satellite data  470 

AOD data from the Terra satellite (2000-2020) for the SEAP Area was downloaded together 471 

with the NCEP-R1 reanalysis sea surface temperature (SST), omega, sea level pressure, 472 

precipitation rate and zonal wind. Annual and SON time series were calculated for all these 473 

parameters and the NOAA Nino 3.4 and 1+2 SST, the BOM SOI and the NOAA IOD. The SON 474 

data is used to show the significant effect the extreme anthropogenic SEAP has in SON. 475 

http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/enso/soi/about-soi.html
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3.3 Data sources 476 

LME:477 

 https://www.earthsystemgrid.org/dataset/ucar.cgd.ccsm4.CESM_CAM5_478 

LME.html  479 

MERRA-2: https://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni/  480 

GVP https://volcano.si.edu/list_volcano_holocene.cfm  481 

Terra https://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni/  482 

NCEP: https://psl.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/data/timeseries/timeseries1.pl  483 

SST   Niño 3.4 area (5º S-5º N, 170º W-120º W) and Nino 1+2 areas (10°S–0°, 484 

90°W–80°W). http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/data/indices/  485 

SOI  http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/soihtm1.shtml  486 

ENSO Indices https://psl.noaa.gov/gcos_wgsp/Timeseries/  487 

IOD https://psl.noaa.gov/gcos_wgsp/Timeseries/DMI/  488 

Omega  (vertical motion in the atmosphere) at 600mb level - CSEAP Area. 489 

http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/cgi-bin/data/timeseries/timeseries1.pl (Source 1) 490 

SST SEAP Area  (Source 1) 491 

TW Index (TWI) (850mb at 5º N-5º S, 175º W-140º W) 492 

http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/data/indices/cpac850 (Source 2) 493 

Pressure and rainfall SEAus: BOM climate data cd to 2010 and Source 1 494 

4 RESULTS 495 

Results: are shown in the order of the sequence of events required to create an ENSO event 496 

outlined in the methods section; the specific stage is noted in the title; and are presented as: 497 

1. Scatter plots of the segmented volcano data with the volcanic tephra shown on a 498 

logarithmic scale. The segment boundaries used are listed in Table 1; 499 

2. Scatter plots of the LME, M2 and TN annual and SON data which demonstrate the effects 500 

of the very high SEAP Area AOD in SON; 501 

3. Scatter plots of the individual LME simulations to demonstrate there is little variation 502 

between the simulations and that the SEAP is the only forcing agent driving the changes; 503 

4. Trend Maps for each of the eight LME simulations with the SEAP Area, Nino 3.4 and 1+2 504 

areas, and the IOD areas highlighted; and 505 

5. A listing of the correlations shown on the graphs in Table 2 with: change per unit AOD; 506 

change over tephra/AOD range; and percentage change in rainfall. 507 

4.1 Stage 1: The SEAP forms 508 

The 2015 SON SEAP AOD was at extreme levels and Fig. 6 shows the 2015/2016 comparison 509 

with Borneo and most of Sumatra, the CSEAP Area, covered by AOD increases over 1.0 and 510 

over half the SEAP Area showing increases over 0.2. It should also be noted that the SEAP AOD 511 

https://www.earthsystemgrid.org/dataset/ucar.cgd.ccsm4.CESM_CAM5_LME.html
https://www.earthsystemgrid.org/dataset/ucar.cgd.ccsm4.CESM_CAM5_LME.html
https://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni/
https://volcano.si.edu/list_volcano_holocene.cfm
https://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni/
https://psl.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/data/timeseries/timeseries1.pl
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/data/indices/
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/soihtm1.shtml
https://psl.noaa.gov/gcos_wgsp/Timeseries/
https://psl.noaa.gov/gcos_wgsp/Timeseries/DMI/
http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/cgi-bin/data/timeseries/timeseries1.pl
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/data/indices/cpac850
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as measured by Terra ranges from 0.175 to 0.266, average 0.207 whilst the LME data ranges 512 

from 0.036 to 0.111, average 0.055. The M2 SEAP AOD is also low compared to the TERRA 513 

data with the M2 data average being 66% of the TERRA average over the same period.  514 

 515 

Figure 6. Terra/MODIS AOD SON 2015-2016 (Source NASA Giovanni and Panoply) 516 

4.2 Stage 2(a): The SEAP warms the troposphere 517 

Ott et al. (2010) investigated the extreme SEAP of Aug-Nov 2006 and Figures 6, 7 and 8 in the 518 

paper clearly show atmospheric heating due to the aerosols from 1,000 to 150 hPa. 519 

4.3 Stage 2(b): The SEAP reduces surface solar radiation cooling the surface 520 

Investigating the effects of the extreme 1997 biomass burning in Indonesia in SON Rajeev et al. 521 

(2008) found that this event caused surface radiative forcing of over -46W/m
2
 and more than 1º 522 

C cooling of the surface. Table 1 shows that standard segments are used for the volcano data and 523 

Table 2 and Fig. 7(a) show that increasing levels of tephra result in a lower TS in the SEAP Area 524 

of up to 0.3ºK. Fig. 7(b) shows the changes in the SEAP Area TS with increasing SEAP AOD 525 

and Fig. 7(c) shows that all the individual LME simulations show the same result with an 526 

average reduction in the SEAP Area TS from minimum to maximum SEAP AOD of 0.72ºK. Fig. 527 

7(c) also shows the average R
2
 values across the eight individual simulations is 0.37 showing the 528 

SEAP controls 37% of the variation in the SEAP Area TS and is therefore forcing significant 529 

changes. Fig. 7(d) to (k) show the change in TS in the individual LME simulations, calculated as 530 

noted above, and show that on a global scale the agent driving the TS change is the SEAP as the 531 

structure of the change is identical in each trend map with only minor variations in the detail. 532 
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 533 

Figure 7. Scatter plots showing: segmented annual SEAP Area VEIT and TS (a); LME, M2 and 534 

TN annual and TN SON SEAP Area AOD and TS (b); Scatter plots of the individual LME 535 

simulations of annual SEAP Area AOD and TS separated by 0.1 along the AOD axis (c); and 536 

trend maps of the individual simulations named on the map titles (d) to (k) 537 

4.4 Stage 3: Reduced SEAP Area SST reduces convection 538 

Note: Omega is vertical pressure velocity in the atmosphere. Positive values indicate falling 539 

motion and negative values rising, and increased omega therefore means reduced convection.  540 

Table 1 shows that standard segments are used for the volcano data and Table 2 and Fig. 8(a) 541 

show that increased levels of tephra result in increased omega and thus reduced convection in the 542 

SEAP Area.  Fig. 8(b) shows the changes in the SEAP Area omega with increasing SEAP AOD 543 

and Fig. 8(c) shows that all the individual LME simulations show the same result with an 544 

average increase in the SEAP Area omega from minimum to maximum SEAP AOD of 0.028 545 

hPa/s. Fig. 8(c) also shows the average R
2
 values across the eight individual simulations is 0.68 546 

showing the SEAP controls 68% of the variation in the SEAP Area omega and therefore is the 547 
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only agent forcing this major change. Fig. 8(d) to (k) show the change in omega in the individual 548 

LME simulations, calculated as noted above, and show that on a global scale the agent driving 549 

the omega change is the SEAP as the structure of the change is identical in each trend map with 550 

only minor variations in the detail. 551 

 552 

 553 

Figure 8. Scatter plots showing: segmented annual SEAP Area VEIT and omega (a); LME, M2 554 

and TN annual and TN SON SEAP Area AOD and omega (b); Scatter plots of the individual 555 

LME simulations SEAP Area AOD and omega separated by 0.1 along the AOD axis (c); and 556 

trend maps of the individual simulations named on the map titles (d) to (k) 557 

4.5 Stage 4: Reduced convection in the SEAP Area causes the trade winds to relax  558 

Table 1 shows the standard segments used for the volcano data and Table 2 and Fig. 9(a) show 559 

that increased levels of tephra result in reduced TW velocity in the Nino 3.4 area.  Fig. 9(b) 560 

shows the changes in the TW velocity with increasing SEAP AOD and Fig. 9(c) shows that all 561 

the individual LME simulations show the same result with an average reduction in the Nino 3.4 562 
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area TW velocity  from minimum to maximum SEAP AOD of 2.15m/s. Fig. 9(c) also shows the 563 

average R
2
 values across the eight individual simulations is 0.74 showing the SEAP controls 564 

74% of the variation in the Nino 3.4 TW velocity and therefore is the only agent forcing major 565 

changes in the Nino 3.4 area TW velocity. Fig. 9(d) to (k) show the change in U10 velocity in the 566 

individual LME simulations, calculated as noted above, and show that on a global scale the agent 567 

driving the U10 velocity change is the SEAP as the structure of the change is identical in each 568 

trend map with only minor variations in the detail. 569 

Note: wind direction has been aligned across the datasets and positive velocity denotes winds 570 

blowing from east to west. 571 

 572 

 573 

Figure. 9. Scatter plots showing: segmented annual SEAP Area VEIT and Nino 3.4 U10 wind 574 

speed (a); LME, M2 and TN annual and TN SON SEAP Area AOD and Nino 3.4 U10 (b); 575 

Scatter plots of the individual LME simulations SEAP Area AOD and Nino 3.4 U10 separated 576 

by 0.1 along the AOD axis (c); and U10 trend maps of the individual simulations named on the 577 

map titles (d) to (k) 578 
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4.6 Stage 5: Wind Speed and Nino 3.4 Area TS 579 

Table 2 shows that increased TW speed in the Nino 3.4 area results in reduced Nino 3.4 SST. 580 

Fig. 10(a) shows that, consistent with the literature, increased Nino 3.4 area U10 velocity results 581 

in reduced Nino 3.4 TS. Fig. 10(b) shows that all the individual LME simulations show the same 582 

result with an average reduction in the Nino 3.4 TS from minimum to maximum Nino 3.4 U10 583 

velocity of 4.51ºK consistent with the existence of an ENSO event at the minimum U10 speed. 584 

Fig. 10(b) also shows the average R
2
 values across the eight individual simulations is 0.84 585 

showing the Nino 3.4 U10 velocity controls 84% of the variation in the Nino 3.4 SST and 586 

therefore is the only agent forcing major changes in the Nino 3.4 SST and creating ENSO events. 587 

 588 

 589 

Figure 10. Scatter plots showing LME, M2 and TN annual and TN SON Nino 3.4 area TS and 590 

wind speed (a); and Scatter plots of the individual LME simulations separated by 1.0 along the 591 

wind speed axis 592 

4.7 Niño Areas SST and the SOI 593 

These are the prime indices used to monitor the onset and progress of an ENSO event.  594 

4.7.1 Stage 5: Nino 3.4 SST 595 

Table 1 shows the standard segments used for the volcano data and Table 2 and Fig. 11(a) show 596 

that increased levels of tephra result in an increased Nino 3.4 SST.  Fig. 11(b) shows increasing 597 

Nino 3.4 TS with increasing SEAP AOD and Fig. 11(c) shows that all the individual LME 598 

simulations show the same result with an average increase in the Nino 3.4 TS from minimum to 599 

maximum SEAP AOD of 4.05ºK consistent with the existence of an ENSO event. Fig. 11(c) also 600 
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shows the average R
2
 values across the eight individual simulations is 0.68 showing the SEAP 601 

controls 68% of the variation in the Nino 3.4 SST and therefore is the only agent forcing major 602 

changes in the Nino 3.4 SST and creating ENSO events. Fig. 7(d) to (k) show the change in TS 603 

in the individual LME simulations, calculated as noted above, and show that on a global scale the 604 

agent driving the TS change is the SEAP as the structure of the change is identical in each trend 605 

map with only minor variations in the detail. All these figures also show within the white 606 

outlined Nino 3.4 area TS rises of 3ºC to 5ºC which are consistent with the existence of an 607 

ENSO event which show monthly TS rises of up to 2.53ºC during the extreme 1997 ENSO event 608 

(NCEP-R1). 609 

 610 

 611 
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 612 

Figure 11. Scatter plots showing: segmented annual SEAP Area VEIT and Nino 3.4 TS (a); 613 

LME, M2 and TN annual and TN SON SEAP Area AOD and Nino 3.4 TS (b); Scatter plots of 614 

the individual LME simulations SEAP Area AOD and Nino 3.4 TS separated by 0.1 along the 615 

AOD axis (c) 616 

 617 

 618 
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4.7.2 Stage 5: Nino 1+2 SST 619 

Table 1 shows the segments used for the volcano data and Table 2 and Fig. 12(a) show that 620 

increased levels of tephra result in increased Nino 1+2 SST.  Fig. 12(b) shows increasing Nino 621 

1+2 TS with increasing SEAP AOD and Fig. 12(c) shows that all the individual LME 622 

simulations show the same result with an average increase in the Nino 1+2 TS from minimum to 623 

maximum SEAP AOD of 2.78ºK consistent with the existence of an ENSO event. Fig. 12(c) also 624 

shows the average R
2
 values across the eight individual simulations is 0.62 showing the SEAP 625 

controls 62% of the variation in the Nino 1+2 TS and therefore is the only agent forcing major 626 

changes in the Nino 1+2 SST and creating ENSO events. Fig. 7(d) to (k) show the change in TS 627 

in the individual LME simulations, calculated as noted above, and show that on a global scale the 628 

agent driving the TS change is the SEAP as the structure of the change is identical in each trend 629 

map with only minor variations in the detail. All these figures also show within the white 630 

outlined Nino 1+2 area temperature rises of 1.5ºC to 3ºC which are consistent with the existence 631 

of an ENSO event which show monthly TS rises of up to 4.67ºC in the 1997 ENSO event 632 

(NCEP-R1). 633 

. 634 

 635 

 636 
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 637 

Figure 12. Scatter plots showing: segmented annual SEAP Area VEIT and Nino 1+2 SST (a); 638 

LME, M2 and TN annual and TN SON SEAP Area AOD and Nino 1+2 TS (b); and scatter plots 639 

of the individual LME simulations SEAP Area AOD and Nino 1+2 TS separated by 0.1 along 640 

the AOD axis (c) 641 

4.7.3 Stage 6: Higher Nino 3.4 SST causes convection 642 

Cai et al. (2015) investigating the potential changes in ENSO due to greenhouse warming note 643 

that atmospheric convection follows the highest sea surface temperature and this is confirmed 644 

here. 645 

Table 1 shows the segments used for the volcano data and Table 2 and Fig. 13(a) show that 646 

increased levels of tephra result in reduced Nino 3.4 omega and thus increased convection.  Fig. 647 

13(b) shows the reduction in the Nino 3.4 omega with increasing SEAP AOD and Fig. 13(c) 648 

shows that all the individual LME simulations show the same result with an average reduction in 649 

the Nino 3.4 area omega from minimum to maximum SEAP AOD of 0.063 hPa/s. Fig. 13(c) also 650 

shows the average R
2
 values across the eight individual simulations is 0.75 showing the SEAP 651 

controls 75% of the variation in the Nino 3.4 area omega and therefore is the only agent forcing 652 
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major changes in the Nino 3.4 area omega. Fig. 8(d) to (k) show the change in omega in the 653 

individual LME simulations, calculated as noted above, and show that on a global scale the agent 654 

driving the omega change is the SEAP as the structure of the change is identical in each map 655 

with only minor variations in the detail. 656 

 657 

 658 

Figure 13. Scatter plots showing: segmented annual SEAP Area VEIT and Nino 3.4 area omega 659 

(a); LME, M2 and TN annual and TN SON SEAP Area AOD and Nino 3.4 Area omega (b) and 660 

scatter plots of the individual LME simulations SEAP Area AOD and Nino 3.4 area omega 661 

separated by 0.1 along the AOD axis (c). 662 

  663 
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4.7.4 Stage 7: Southern Oscillation Index 664 

Table 1 shows the standard segments used for the volcano data. The data is limited to 1876-2020 665 

due to the availability of BOM SOI Data and Table 2 and Fig. 14(a) show that increased levels of 666 

tephra result in a reduced SOI. Fig. 14(b) shows the reduction in the SOI with increasing SEAP 667 

AOD and Fig. 14(c) shows that all the individual LME simulations show the same result with an 668 

average reduction in the SOI from minimum to maximum SEAP AOD of 26.8 consistent with 669 

the existence of an ENSO event. Fig. 14(c) also shows the average R
2
 values across the eight 670 

individual simulations is 0.63 showing the SEAP controls 63% of the variation in the SOI and 671 

therefore is the only agent forcing major changes in the SOI and creating ENSO events. Fig. 672 

14(d) to (k) show the change in PSL in the individual LME simulations, calculated as noted 673 

above, and show that on a global scale the agent driving the PSL change is the SEAP as the 674 

structure of the change is identical in each trend map with only minor variations in the detail. All 675 

these figures also show within the white outlined Nino 3.4 area PSL falling by 2-3 hPa and 676 

within the magenta outlined SEAP Area PSL rising by 1-3 hPa. These changes are consistent 677 

with the existence of an ENSO event. In the 1997, 2006, 2015 and 2019 ENSO events the 678 

NCEP-R1 data shows the annual Darwin and Tahiti PSL changed by an average of +0.81 hPa 679 

and -0.32 hPa respectively. 680 

 681 
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 682 

Figure 14. Scatter plots showing: segmented annual SEAP Area VEIT and the SOI (a); LME, 683 

M2 and TN annual and TN SON SEAP Area AOD and the SOI (b); scatter plots of the 684 

individual LME simulations SEAP Area AOD and the SOI separated by 0.1 along the AOD axis 685 

(c); and PSL trend maps of the individual simulations named on the map titles (d) to (k) 686 

4.8 Other effects commonly associated with ENSO 687 

Simultaneously with creating ENSO events the SEAP also creates Indian Ocean dipole events 688 

and drought in SEAus. 689 

4.8.1 The Indian Ocean Dipole – May to October 690 

Table 1 shows the standard segments used for the volcano data and Table 2 and Fig. 15(a) show 691 

that increased levels of tephra result in a positive change in the IOD. Fig. 15(b) shows increasing 692 

IOD with increasing SEAP AOD and Fig. 15(c) shows that all the individual LME simulations 693 
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show the same result with an average increase in the IOD from minimum to maximum SEAP 694 

AOD of 4.28 and the maximum IOD in the trend line in each simulation is over 2.0 which is 695 

consistent with the existence of an IOD event. Fig. 15(c) also shows the average R
2
 values across 696 

the eight individual simulations is 0.73 showing the SEAP controls 73% of the variation in the 697 

IOD and therefore is the only agent forcing major changes in the IOD and creating IOD events. 698 

Fig. 7(d) to (k) show the change in TS in the individual LME simulations, calculated as noted 699 

above, and show that on a global scale the agent driving the TS change is the SEAP as the 700 

structure of the change is identical in each trend map with only minor variations in the detail. It 701 

is also worth noting that the SEAP covers the eastern area used to calculate the IOD and 702 

therefore has a direct and immediate impact on one element of the IOD calculation whilst the 703 

warming of the eastern IOD area is caused by the reduced wind speed which can be seen 704 

resulting from the increased SEAP AOD in Fig. 9 (d) to (k).  705 

 706 

 707 

Figure 15. Scatter plots showing: segmented annual SEAP Area VEIT and the IOD (a); LME, 708 

M2 and TN annual and TN SON SEAP Area AOD and the IOD (b); and scatter plots of the 709 

individual LME simulations SEAP Area AOD and the IOD separated by 0.1 along the AOD axis 710 

(c). 711 
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4.8.2 Pressure south eastern Australia (April to October) 712 

As well as perturbing the Walker Circulation by reducing convection in the SEAP Area, the 713 

SEAP simultaneously moves convection in the southern regional Hadley circulation south which 714 

moves the regional sub-tropical high south creating anomalous high pressure over SEAus. 715 

Table 1 shows the segments used for the volcano data for the period 1903-2020 which is limited 716 

by the availability of BOM data. Pressure data is from the BOM station 86071 at 9:00 am 1903 717 

to 2008 and NCEP-R1 2009 to 2020 for 144º to 146º E and 37º to 38º S. The two data sets 718 

correlate well between 1948 and 2008 at 0.96. and Table 2 and Fig. 16(a) show that increased 719 

levels of tephra result in increased SEAus PSL. Fig. 16(b) shows increasing SEAus PSL with 720 

increasing SEAP AOD and Fig. 16(c) shows that all the individual LME simulations show the 721 

same result with an average increase in the SEAus PSL from minimum to maximum SEAP AOD 722 

of 3.7 hPa. Fig. 16(c) also shows the average R
2
 values across the eight individual simulations is 723 

0.46 showing the SEAP controls 46% of the variation in the SEAus PSL and therefore is an 724 

agent forcing major changes in the SEAus PSL. Fig. 14(d) to (k) show the change in PSL in the 725 

individual LME simulations, calculated as noted above, and show that the agent driving the PSL 726 

change is the SEAP as the structure of the change is identical in each trend map with only minor 727 

variations in the detail. These Figures show a band of high pressure originating in the western 728 

SEAP Area and extending across the Australian continent with increased pressure over the Great 729 

Australian Bight (GAB) which will force cold fronts crossing the Indian Ocean to the GAB to 730 

the south thereby reducing rainfall in SEAus. It is worth noting that: the All forcings LME 731 

simulation shows significantly higher pressure across the GAB and all of southern Australia in 732 

Fig.14(f) compared to all other LME forcings in Fig. 14; and the GHG simulation shows no 733 

significant difference to the other individual simulations. 734 

 735 
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 736 

Figure 16. Scatter plots showing: segmented annual SEAP Area VEIT and pressure in 737 

Melbourne (a); LME, M2 and TN annual and TN SON SEAP Area AOD and pressure in SEAus 738 

(b); scatter plots of the individual LME simulations SEAP Area AOD and pressure separated by 739 

0.1 along the AOD axis (c) 740 

4.8.3 Rainfall south eastern Australia (April to October) 741 

Table 1 shows the segments used for the volcano data. Rainfall data is from the BOM Melbourne 742 

station 86071 (1870-2014) and station 86039 (2015-2020). Average rainfall for the month was 743 
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inserted into the three months without data. Table 2 and Fig. 17(a) show that increased levels of 744 

tephra result in reduced SEAus rainfall. Fig. 17(b) shows reducing SEAus rainfall with 745 

increasing SEAP AOD and Fig. 17(c) shows that all the individual LME simulations show the 746 

same result with an average reduction in the SEAus rainfall from minimum to maximum SEAP 747 

AOD of 183 mm. Fig. 17(c) also shows the average R
2
 values across the eight individual 748 

simulations is 0.39 showing the SEAP controls 39% of the variation in the SEAus rainfall and 749 

therefore is an agent forcing significant changes in the SEAus rainfall. Fig. 17(d) to (k) show the 750 

change in SEAus rainfall in the individual LME simulations, calculated as noted above, and 751 

show that on a global scale the agent driving the PRECL change is the SEAP as the structure of 752 

the change is identical in each trend map with only minor variations in the detail. These Figures 753 

also show a band of reduced rainfall originating in the western SEAP Area and extending across 754 

the Australian continent and the Pacific Ocean as far as the southern tip of South America. In 755 

SEAus the reduction is 1.0 mm/day and it is worth noting that: the All forcings LME simulation 756 

shows significantly lower rainfall in south eastern Australia in Fig.17(f) compared to all other 757 

LME forcings in Fig. 17; and the GHG simulation shows no significant difference to the other 758 

individual simulations.  759 

 760 

 761 
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Figure 17. Scatter plots showing: segmented April to October SEAP Area VEIT and rainfall in 762 

Melbourne (a); LME, M2 and TN April to October and TN SON SEAP Area AOD and rainfall 763 

in SEAus (b); scatter plots of the individual LME simulations SEAP Area AOD and rainfall 764 

separated by 0.1 along the AOD axis (c); and annual rainfall trend maps from the individual 765 

simulations named on the map titles (d) to (k) 766 

4.8.4 Global Temperature 767 

Table 1 shows the segments used for the volcano data and Table 2 and Fig. 18(a) show that 768 

increased levels of tephra result in an increased global TS. Fig. 18(b) shows increasing global TS 769 

with increasing SEAP AOD and Fig. 18(c) shows that all the individual LME simulations show 770 

the same result with an average increase in the global TS from minimum to maximum SEAP 771 

AOD of 0.65ºK which is consistent with the existence of an ENSO event. Fig. 18(c) also shows 772 

the average R
2
 values across the eight individual simulations is 0.34 showing the SEAP controls 773 

34% of the variation in the global TS and therefore is an agent forcing a significant change in the 774 

global TS. Fig. 7(d) to (k) show the change in TS in the individual LME simulations, calculated 775 

as noted above, and show that on a global scale the agent driving the TS change is the SEAP as 776 

the structure of the change is identical in each trend map with only minor variations in the detail. 777 

These Figures show higher temperatures extending to both poles and some areas of the Arctic, 778 

Alaska, and the Antarctic, the Bellingshausen, Amundsen and Ross seas, showing temperature 779 

rises of over 4º K. It is suggested that this global temperature rise is created by the reduction of 780 

convection in the SEAP Area one of, if not the greatest, area of convection in the World which 781 

reduces the heat flow away from the surface of the Earth and also reduces the wind speed which 782 

forces the temperature rise.   783 

Note: the TN(A) and TN(SON) temperature data is delayed by one year in this analysis as 784 

comparing the same years shows no statistically significant connection but the 1 year lagged data 785 

does, possibly due to the high levels of biomass burning late in the year in some years in recent 786 

decades forcing an extreme ENSO event which affects the following year more than the current 787 

year because of the timing. 788 
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 789 

Figure 18. Scatter plots showing: segmented annual SEAP Area VEIT and global temperature 790 

(a); LME and TN annual and TN SON SEAP Area AOD and global temperature (b); scatter plots 791 

of the individual LME simulations SEAP Area AOD and global temperature separated by 0.1 792 

along the AOD axis (c);  793 

 794 

  795 
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 796 

A Surface Temp SEAP Area GVP LME MERRA-2 TN (SON) 

1 R -0.81 -0.59 -0.39 -0.68 

2 R
2
 0.66 0.35 0.15 0.46 

3 Trend/unit AOD (º K)  -12.63 -1.56 -2.10 

4 Change AOD/tephra range (º K) -0.33 -1.06 -0.25 -0.61 

B Omega SEAP Area 

1 R 0.78 0.82 0.61 0.82 

2 R
2
 0.61 0.68 0.37 0.68 

3 Trend/unit AOD (Pa/s)  0.48 0.10 0.10 

4 Change AOD/tephra range Pa/s 0.008 0.035 0.02 0.03 

C Wind Speed Nino 3.4 Area 

1 R -0.79 -0.86 -0.64 -0.69 

2 R
2
 0.63 0.74 0.41 0.48 

3 Trend/unit AOD (m/s)  -37.8 -9.68 -7.02 

4 Change over AOD range (m/s) -0.55 -2.76 -1.56 -2.04 

D Wind Speed and TS Nino 3.4 Area 

1 R  -0.92 -0.72 -0.82 

2 R
2
  0.84 0.52 0.68 

3 TS/unit TW speed change  -1.78 -0.73 -1.15 

4 Change over AOD range  -4.88 -1.69 -3.88 

E Nino 3.4 SST 

1 R 0.95 0.82 0.69 0.81 

2 R
2
 0.91 0.67 0.48 0.64 

3 Trend/unit AOD (º K)  70.02 10.70 11.22 

4 Change over AOD range (º K) 0.47 5.11 1.72 3.27 

F Nino 1+2 SST 

1 R 0.93 0.77 0.53 0.78 

2 R
2
 0.87 0.60 0.28 0.61 

3 Trend/unit AOD (º K)  48.18 10.4 9.92 

4 Change over AOD range (º K) 0.07 3.52 1.68 2.89 

G SOI 

1 R -0.79 -0.79 -0.62 -0.76 

2 R
2
 0.63 0.63 0.38 0.58 

3 Trend/unit AOD  -470 -118 -99 

4 Change over AOD range -4.29 -34.32 -18.99 -28.70 
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H Convection Nino 3.4 Area 

1 R -0.99 -0.82 -0.54 -0.84 

2 R
2
 0.99 0.68 0.29 0.70 

3 Trend/unit AOD  -1.12 -0.14 -0.16 

4 Change over AOD range -0.006 -0.08 -0.02 -0.05 

I IOD (May to October) 

1 R 0.84 0.85 0.49 0.54 

2 R
2
 0.70 0.73 0.24 0.29 

3 Trend/unit AOD  57.9 3.32 2.57 

4 Change over AOD range 0.26 5.85 0.80 0.75 

J Pressure SE Australia (Apr-Oct) 

1 R 0.98 0.74 0.49 0.70 

2 R
2
 0.96 0.55 0.24 0.49 

3 Trend/unit AOD  64.03 12.82 13.95 

4 Change over AOD range 0.91 5.63 2.59 4.06 

K Rainfall SE Australia (Apr-Oct) 

1 R -0.98 -0.62 -0.48 -0.68 

2 R
2
 0.96 0.39 0.23 0.46 

3 Change over AOD range -73 -256 -162 -78 

4 % age fall over AOD range -18% -100% -35% -47% 

  

L Global Temperature Annual GVP LME TN(A)* TN(SON)* 

 R 0.92 0.52 0.54 0.69 

 R
2
 0.85 0.27 0.29 0.47 

 Trend/unit AOD  11.22 0.97 0.42 

 Change over AOD range 0.53 0.84 0.30 0.39 

Table 2. Correlations and changes from: minimum to maximum tephra/AOD and trend/unit 798 

AOD; for the parameters shown in the GVP, LME, M2 and TN datasets. Correlations are all at 799 

significance <0.01 (bold) except: M2 SEAP Area TS; TN (SON) IOD; and TN(A) global 800 

temperature which show significance <0.02 (italic). * One year lag. 801 

  802 
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5 DISCUSSION 803 

The results show: increasing levels of tephra and AOD in the SEAP Area result in the same 804 

change in the parameters analysed; and statistically significant correlations in all cases which 805 

establishes the link between tephra/aerosols and ENSO and the associated events. It is clearly 806 

understood that correlation between events A and B does not prove causation from A to B or 807 

vice versa. Thus, the causal relationship between the SEAP and the ENSO must be demonstrated 808 

in other ways.  809 

5.1 ENSO 810 

The similarity of the power spectra of the Nino 3.4 SST and the SEAP Area tephra (Fig. 3); and 811 

the clear correlations between volcanic tephra in the SEAP Area, ENSO and the other associated 812 

events demonstrated in this paper show a close relationship exists. Crucially, volcanic 813 

eruptions are caused by deep earth tectonic processes and cannot be caused by ENSO or 814 

other surface events. Therefore, the causal direction must run from the volcanic eruptions 815 

to ENSO and the associated events including the global temperature.  816 

All the data shows that the effects of volcanic tephra and anthropogenic aerosols on ENSO, and 817 

other events are immediate with a simple physical explanation and Table 2 and Fig. 7 show that 818 

the LME Nino 3.4 SST rises by 5.11°C from 297.89°C to 303.00°C and the SOI falls from +8.05 819 

to -26.27 accurately reflecting the range of these indices from La Nina to El Nino events without 820 

using correlation. Also, the TN (SON) data shows a much greater variation than the TN(A) data 821 

reflecting the much greater variation in the measured AOD and explaining the ASON anomaly in 822 

Fig. 4. 823 

The LME data used in this paper is forced by eight agents and, in this modelling, there is no 824 

mechanism to create aerosols in south east Asia during an ENSO event and hence the causal 825 

direction must run from the aerosols to the ENSO events. In addition, the aerosol forcings in all 826 

LME runs are fixed at 1850 values except for the “ozone and aerosol” and “all” runs and there 827 

can therefore be no forcing of the aerosols by any agent within these six runs and the causal 828 

direction must flow from the aerosols to the ENSO events.  829 

The M2 reanalysis assimilates measured aerosol data and as Appendices A and B show the 830 

aerosol sources are volcanoes, gas flares and fires lit by the local population, the causal direction 831 

must be from the aerosols to the ENSO events as source of the aerosols is known and they are 832 

assimilated and not generated within the model by ENSO. 833 

Fig. 4 clearly shows that the character of ENSO as measured by the Nino 3.4 SST has changed 834 

since 1980 when the extreme anthropogenic SEAP started to appear and with the high 835 

correlations of the anthropogenic SEAP in SON with ENSO it is clear that the change is driven 836 

by the SEAP and since Appendix B shows that the SON anthropogenic SEAP is caused by fires 837 

deliberately lit to clear land and agricultural waste the causal direction must run from the SEAP 838 

to ENSO. 839 

ENSO is highly seasonal and this paper provides an explanation for the seasonality. Rainfall in 840 

the CSEAP area and the Nino 3.4 SST correlate at -0.57 significance <0.15 with the SST 841 

reducing when rainfall in the SEAP Area is high. This clearly supports the hypothesis that the 842 

SEAP is the major cause of ENSO events as the south east Asian monsoon rainfall washes the 843 

aerosols out of the atmosphere enabling convection to be re-established in the region to drive the 844 
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TWs which force the Pacific warm pool back to the western Pacific Ocean which ends the ENSO 845 

event.  846 

 Eight LME modelling runs and the M2 reanalysis exhibit very low or negative correlations 847 

between the SEAP AODVIS in the individual runs as shown in the correlation matrix in 848 

Appendix E with an overall average 0.0008. Hence the datasets are independent. All these eight 849 

LME and M2 datasets show correlations with the ENSO indices at significance of <0.01 or less 850 

and the chance that all these eight independent datasets show the same result and are wrong is 851 

the product of the significances i.e., 0.01
8
 or 10

-16
, a vanishingly small number. 852 

Finally, two competing ENSO theories exist and this paper, which is a specific case of the steady 853 

state with high frequency forcing theory, confirms this theory by clearly showing that the “high 854 

frequency” forcing is and has always been caused by SEAP Area volcanic eruptions and 855 

therefore shows the “oscillator” theories to be invalid.  856 

5.2 Rainfall and pressure south eastern Australia 857 

Reduced rainfall and increased pressure in SEAus cannot create aerosols in the SEAP Area. I 858 

show that drought in SEAus which has commonly been attributed to ENSO and/or IOD events is 859 

created simultaneously by the SEAP which further confirms the causal relationship flows from 860 

the SEAP to ENSO and the associated events. 861 

5.3 Global temperature 862 

Table 2 and Fig. 18 show global temperature rises which reflect measured temperature rises 863 

during ENSO events. 864 

5.4 Causal direction 865 

Therefore with: 866 

1. Volcanic aerosols demonstrating conclusively that SEAP Area aerosols must be the cause 867 

of ENSO events; 868 

2. The LME, M2 and TN data showing a clear connection between the SEAP and ENSO 869 

indices which mirrors reality without correlation; 870 

3. The individual LME, M2 and TN time series analyses showing the same results with a 871 

vanishingly small chance of error; 872 

4. The IOD showing a clear connection to the SEAP;  873 

5. Higher pressure and drought in SEAus showing a clear connection the SEAP; and 874 

6. Higher global temperatures resulting from increased SEAP AOD and tephra; 875 

The inevitable conclusion is that the SEAP is the driver of ENSO and these associated events. 876 

5.5 SEAP Area Aerosol Optical Depth 877 

It is clear from all the graphs that the SEAP Area AOD levels in the LME and M2 are far too low 878 

with annual averages of 0.055 (26%) and 0.147 (71%) respectively compared to the Terra 879 
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average of  0.208 (annual) and 0.247 (SON).  Additionally no LME data falls within the Terra 880 

range with the highest LME AOD being 37% lower than the lowest Terra data and whilst 9.8% 881 

of the M2 data falls within the Terra range at least 51% should fall within this range as M2 is 882 

stated to assimilate aerosol data and the years 2000 to 2020 are common to both datasets. 883 

My analysis of twenty three CMIP6 models also shows SEAP Area AOD levels which are far 884 

too low. This paper will be submitted for review in the next few weeks and will be referenced 885 

here. 886 

Obviously these discrepancies require further analysis. 887 

6 FUTURE RESEARCH 888 

To finally confirm these conclusions, a further LME style analyses should be undertaken in 889 

which: 890 

1. An aerosol plume is created in the model which ramps up from the naturally low level in 891 

February to reach the same AOD as the extreme SEAP of October 2006 in March, 892 

continues at the same level to October and ramps down in November to the naturally low 893 

level in December. This plume to be applied in the model with random returns from 2 to 894 

10 years to mimic the actual return frequency of ENSO; and 895 

2. Repeating 1 with reducing levels of AOD from February to October to determine the 896 

minimum AOD level over SE Asia which is required to cause an ENSO event. 897 

This analysis will conclusively demonstrate that ENSO events are caused by the SEAP and 898 

determine the AOD levels required to do so.  899 

7 CONCLUSIONS 900 

The GVP volcanic eruption data (151 years), LME (1.156 years), M2 (41 years) and TN (20 901 

years) all confirm the direct connection between the SEAP and ENSO in multiple independent 902 

ways.  903 

Causal analysis showing that the relationship must flow from the SEAP to ENSO.  904 

I therefore conclude that the SEAP is unique and is the sole trigger and sustaining agent for 905 

ENSO events. 906 

This paper brings five important elements into climate change analysis:  907 

First: All Volcanic tephra from all eruptions and not just sulphate aerosols from large eruptions 908 

must be included in climate modelling as they are the prime cause of ENSO events and are 909 

therefore the primary interannual climate forcing agent; 910 

Second: Aerosol Regional Dimming, the surface radiative forcing caused by the annual 911 

apparitions of the eight major continental scale, aerosol plumes identified in this paper which 912 

now occur each year, the anthropogenic elements of which did not exist before the middle of the 913 

20
th

 century, must be incorporated in climate models at temporal and geographic resolutions 914 

which will adequately model their effects. Global, seasonal, annual and decadal averages are 915 

insufficient as the climate forcing effects of the plumes only exist when the plume exists and the 916 

averaging process reduces the intensity of the plumes and destroys their seasonal effects which, 917 
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as this paper shows, include the intensification of ENSO events and the perturbation of the major 918 

atmospheric circulation systems, the Hadley and Walker Cells. 919 

Note: The residence time of aerosols in the troposphere is short – the IPCC AR5 (Stocker et al., 920 

2013) suggested a period of 1 to 3 weeks for volcanic aerosols. 921 

Third: ENSO Since the SEAP causes ENSO events it follows that this aerosol plume causes an 922 

increase in the global temperature, most likely through the modification of the large-scale 923 

atmospheric circulation systems (especially convection in SE Asia) instead of just cooling the 924 

region under the plume through direct surface forcing as is commonly assumed. It is also likely 925 

that the increases in the AOD of the SEAP since 1980 in non-extreme years such as 1999 and 926 

2001 will also have affected the global temperature. This requires further investigation. 927 

Fourth: Multiple Plumes: The effects of combinations of the eight anthropogenic, continental 928 

scale aerosol plumes require investigation as the combined effects of such plumes may be 929 

radically different from the effects of individual plumes and this may, for example, provide an 930 

explanation for the ridiculously resilient ridge of high pressure in the north east Pacific Ocean 931 

which has affected rainfall in western north America in recent years. 932 

Finally I concur with Booth et al. (2012) that emissions of carbonaceous aerosols are directly 933 

addressable by government policy actions and suggest that this is an urgent necessity to mitigate 934 

future severe anthropogenic ENSO events in the Austral spring which Timbal and Drosdowsky 935 

(2013) link to drought in Australia.  936 

Fifth SEAP Area Aerosol Levels: The reasons for models incorporating aerosol levels which 937 

are too low must be investigated and the levels corrected. 938 

8 APPENDIX A: THE VOLCANIC SOUTH EAST ASIAN AEROSOL PLUME 939 

This paper analyses the volcanic South East Asian aerosol Plume (SEAP) which is created by 940 

volcanoes within the region 90º to 160º E 10º S to 10º N (SEAP Area). Fig. 1 shows this region 941 

which includes nearly all Indonesia, Malaysia, Brunei, Papua New Guinea and parts of the 942 

Philippines and Thailand and the Global Volcanism Program (GVP) overlay of volcano 943 

locations, each red triangle is either one or, at this scale, a cluster of volcanoes. 944 

The GVP database of volcanic eruptions (Venzke, 2013) shows that the SEAP Area hosted over 945 

26% of all the global volcanic eruptions from 1800 to 2020 whilst covering only 3% of the 946 

Earth’s surface. Simkin and Siebert (2000) reported that 16 volcanoes have been erupting nearly 947 

continuously for 30 years and that 5 of these volcanoes are in the SEAP Area. Hence the SEAP 948 

Area hosts an unusually high percentage of the global volcanic activity and within it Indonesia is 949 

“the most volcanically active nation on Earth” (USGS) https://www.usgs.gov/center-950 

news/revolutionizing-volcano-monitoring-indonesia . 951 

It is also worth noting that the median duration of a volcanic eruption is 7 weeks (Simkin & 952 

Siebert, 2000). The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Assessment Report 5 953 

(AR5) in Fig. 1 of section FAQ 11.2 notes that the effect of volcanic eruptions on the lower 954 

atmosphere (and therefore the surface) is “cooling because the reduction of sunlight overwhelms 955 

any increased downward energy emitted by the volcanic cloud” and also states the residence time 956 

in the troposphere of “1 to 3 weeks” for volcanic ash. Hence a volcanic ash plume will have a 957 

median residence time of 8 to 10 weeks in the atmosphere – 7 weeks of eruption followed by 1 to 958 

https://www.usgs.gov/center-news/revolutionizing-volcano-monitoring-indonesia
https://www.usgs.gov/center-news/revolutionizing-volcano-monitoring-indonesia
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3 weeks of residence and crucially, during this time, because the source is at a fixed location, the 959 

plume and its effects are stationary on the Earth’s surface. 960 

The volume of tephra ejected by volcanoes in the SEAP Area was calculated as shown in 961 

Appendix D.  962 

The VEIT data was summed for each decade from 1870 to the present and when restricted to 963 

April to October (the wet season in South Eastern Australia (SEAus)) Fig. A1 shows the 2000 to 964 

2009 VEIT level was 2.89 times the 20th century average. This is a period which closely 965 

matches the SEAus Millennium Drought, 1998 to 2008, the cause of which has not yet been 966 

determined. 967 

Spread of tropospheric volcanic tephra: Fig. A2 shows an image of the eruption of the 968 

Sangeang Volcano in Indonesia which continued for 1.5 years from May 2014 to November 969 

2015 (GVP database) at an estimated VEI of 3 (GVP) suggesting the majority of the tephra 970 

remained in the troposphere. This image demonstrates how quickly the aerosol plume spreads 971 

from a point source to about 250 km width in the lower right of the image after travelling about 972 

400 Km. Noting that Indonesia, which covers a significant part of the SEAP Area, is “the most 973 

volcanically active nation on Earth” (USGS) it is easy to see how volcanic tephra from multiple 974 

simultaneous eruptions can significantly affect the AOD and the surface solar radiation in the 975 

SEAP Area. 976 

 977 

 978 

 979 

Figure A1. Decadal total and average volcanic eruptions and tephra volume in the SEAP Area 980 

from April to October. Averages from 1870 to 1999. Source GVP database. Note: The 1883 981 

Krakatau eruption which ejected an estimated 10 to 100 Km
3
 of tephra is not included as it 982 

would dominate the graph.  983 
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 984 

 985 

Figure A2. Aerosol plume emanating from Sangeang Volcano May 2014. Source NASA. 986 

  987 
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8.1 Tectonic activity SEAP Area 988 

The increased level of volcanic/tectonic activity in the SEAP Area in recent decades is confirmed 989 

by the increase in the number of earthquakes. Earthquake activity increased from the early 990 

1980’s to 2005, declined to 2009 and has since increased again. The USGS provides earthquake 991 

data from 1973 at: https://www.usgs.gov/natural-hazards/earthquake-hazards/science/20-largest-992 

earthquakes-world?qt-science_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects and Fig. A3 shows 993 

that the average number of earthquakes per month in the SEAP Area was 71 between 1973 and 994 

1982. The red line marks this average plus 3 standard deviations calculated from the same period 995 

and shows that from 1995 to 2009 and 2013 to 2020 there was a significant (> 3 std deviations) 996 

increase in the number of earthquakes which peaked at 1,303 in January 2005 after the Boxing 997 

Day earthquake and tsunami. In May 2009 the number of earthquakes fell below the red line for 998 

the first time since January 1995 for a short time but in 2013 increased again and continued at 999 

this level until 2020. 1000 

The spate of major earthquakes, magnitude greater than 8.0, from 1985 to 2013 seen in Fig. A3 1001 

also confirms the exceptional increase in tectonic activity in this period.  1002 

 1003 

 1004 

Figure A3. Total monthly earthquakes 1973 – 2021 SEAP Area with major events magnitude 1005 

7.6+ shown. Source: USGS earthquake database. 1006 

 1007 

https://www.usgs.gov/natural-hazards/earthquake-hazards/science/20-largest-earthquakes-world?qt-science_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects
https://www.usgs.gov/natural-hazards/earthquake-hazards/science/20-largest-earthquakes-world?qt-science_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects
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9 APPENDIX B: THE ANTHROPOGENIC SOUTH EAST ASIAN PLUME 1008 

The anthropogenic SEAP is one of eight continental scale plumes, Fig. B1, B2 and B3, and the 1009 

AOD of the SEAP is shown in Fig. B4 where it is clear that SON is the season when the AOD is 1010 

at its maximum. Table B1 shows the aerosol sources of the eight plumes. 1011 

 1012 

 1013 

Figure B1. MERRA-2 AOD Jan 2007 showing two of the eight plumes1014 

 1015 

Figure B2. MERRA-2 AOD September 2006 showing six of the eight plumes 1016 

 1017 
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 1018 

Figure B3. Average monthly MERRA-2 AOD of the eight plumes 1980 to 2020 1019 

  1020 
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 1021 

Plume Anthropogenic Source Natural Source 

South American Biomass Volcanoes 

West African Biomass, Gas Flares Dust, Volcanoes 

Mali/Chad Peat fires under dried up lakes? Dust 

Middle East Gas Flares Dust, Volcanoes 

Southern African Biomass Volcanoes, Dust 

India/Pakistan/Bangladesh Biomass, Industry Dust 

South East Asian Biomass, Gas Flares Volcanoes 

East Asian Industry, Biomass Dust 

Table B1. The major aerosol sources of the eight continental scale aerosol plumes 1022 

 1023 

 1024 

Figure B4. Monthly average MODIS Terra AOD in the CSEAP Area 5º S-5º N and 100º E-120º 1025 

E. 1026 

9.1 Biomass Burning 1027 

Biomass burning in the tropics is part of the annual agricultural cycle and usually occurs at the 1028 

end of the dry season before the start of the local monsoon. In the SEAP Area the monsoon 1029 

commences in November and the biomass burning aerosol plume is at its most intense in SON. 1030 
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The increase in biomass burning in the SEAP Area in recent decades has been driven by the 1031 

increasing population of the SEAP Area. The population of Indonesia, Malaysia and Papua New 1032 

Guinea has increased from 77 to 277 million between 1950 and 2010 (United Nations 1033 

https://www.un.org/en/development/desa/population/publications/database/index.asp ). This 1034 

increasing population has forced: an increase in food production from tropical agriculture with 1035 

its attendant smoke/aerosols; and increased rainforest clearing to provide living space and 1036 

agricultural land. There has also been increasing levels of commercial activity including 1037 

rainforest logging. In SON in 1982, 1991, 1997, 2002, 2004, 2006, 2009, 2014 and 2015 the 1038 

AOD or AI increased significantly compared to the intervening years (Fig. B4 and Fig.2) due to 1039 

the clearing of the rainforest for palm oil plantations.  1040 

Applegate et al. (2001) found that there was a number of direct causes of fire in the 1997-98 fires 1041 

in Indonesia: 1042 

•  Fire being used to assist with land clearing; 1043 

•  Fire used as a weapon in land tenure or land use disputes; 1044 

•  Accidental or escaped fires; 1045 

•  Fire connected with resource extraction. 1046 

Neither climate change nor ENSO events are identified as a primary cause of fire in 1997-98 and 1047 

the other major fire events in 1982/1983, 1987, 1991 and 1994 although this is commonly stated 1048 

to be the case in the literature relating to ENSO events. ENSO is only noted as a reason for the 1049 

spread of fire started by the causes noted above in certain years. 1050 

The 6th International Wildland Fire Conference held by the United Nations International 1051 

Strategy for Disaster Reduction and their Food and Agriculture Organization in Korea, in 2015 1052 

released the Pyeongchang Declaration “Fire Management and Sustainable Development” 1053 

(https://gfmc.online/allgemein/korea-2015.html) which stated in the Regional Statement for 1054 

southeast Asia that “Most vegetation fires occurring in the member countries of the Association 1055 

of Southeast Asian Nations are due to human interventions, notably by local communities and 1056 

industrial corporations.” 1057 

Reports in the popular press as well as governments in the region attribute the cause of such fires 1058 

to land clearing in Indonesia and on Nov 9 2006 Reuters reported “Environment ministers from 1059 

five Southeast Asian countries endorsed a plan of action on Thursday to fight forest fires in 1060 

Indonesia that have spread choking smoke across the region.” and “Indonesia's neighbours have 1061 

grown increasingly frustrated by the fires, most of which are deliberately lit by farmers or by 1062 

timber and palm oil plantation companies to clear land for cultivation.” In September 2015 the 1063 

Times in London reported that “Singapore has taken legal measures against Indonesian 1064 

businesses for the vast forest fires that are choking millions of people across southeast Asia.” See 1065 

CIFOR at https://forestsnews.cifor.org/37016/clearing-the-smoke-the-causes-and-consequences-1066 

of-indonesias-fires?fnl=en which states that 115,000 fires were burning in Indonesia in October 1067 

2015. 1068 

The connection between AOD in the CSEAP Area and fire is demonstrated in three ways: 1069 

One: The burned areas in Indonesia from NASA at 1070 

https://search.earthdata.nasa.gov/projects?p=C1457414586-SEDAC!C1457414586-1071 

SEDAC&pg[1][v]=t&pg[1][m]=download&q=burned%20area%20indonesia&tl=1563231391!4!1072 

https://www.un.org/en/development/desa/population/publications/database/index.asp
https://gfmc.online/allgemein/korea-2015.html
https://forestsnews.cifor.org/37016/clearing-the-smoke-the-causes-and-consequences-of-indonesias-fires?fnl=en
https://forestsnews.cifor.org/37016/clearing-the-smoke-the-causes-and-consequences-of-indonesias-fires?fnl=en
https://search.earthdata.nasa.gov/projects?p=C1457414586-SEDAC!C1457414586-SEDAC&pg%5b1%5d%5bv%5d=t&pg%5b1%5d%5bm%5d=download&q=burned%20area%20indonesia&tl=1563231391!4
https://search.earthdata.nasa.gov/projects?p=C1457414586-SEDAC!C1457414586-SEDAC&pg%5b1%5d%5bv%5d=t&pg%5b1%5d%5bm%5d=download&q=burned%20area%20indonesia&tl=1563231391!4
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! (Center for International Earth Science Information Network - CIESIN - Columbia University, 1073 

2018) from 1997 to 2015 was extracted. Correlating the MERRA-2 AOD in SON, the burning 1074 

season, with the areas burned in Indonesia gives 0.96 significance <0.01. The data is shown in 1075 

Fig. B5 1076 

 1077 

 1078 

 1079 

Figure B5. NASA MERRA-2 AOD in SON and area burned. 1080 

 1081 

Two: The NASA MODIS FIRMS (Fire Information for Resource Management Systems) at 1082 

https://firms.modaps.eosdis.nasa.gov/ from November 2000 to 2020 for Indonesia was 1083 

downloaded. The daily total number of fire locations was calculated and then the average 1084 

number per month was then calculated to avoid double counting fires identified on more than 1085 

one day. The resulting fire count data for all months and the SON average is shown in Fig. B6 1086 

with trend lines, R
2
 and trend line equation. The “all months” and SON datasets show 1087 

correlations between the CSEAP AOD and fire count of 0.91 and 0.98 respectively significance 1088 

< 0.01 for both. Fig. B6 clearly shows significant increases in AOD as the fire count increases - 1089 

+0.5 and +0.7 per 1,000 fire count increase respectively. The CSEAP AOD is used in this 1090 

analysis as the fire count is for Indonesia and the CSEAP Area covers most of Sumatra and 1091 

Borneo the location of the majority of the fires. 1092 

Note: The three highest monthly AOD levels in Fig. B4 are all in SON (Oct 2006 and Sept and 1093 

Oct 2015) 1094 

 1095 

 1096 

https://firms.modaps.eosdis.nasa.gov/
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 1097 

Figure B6. NASA fire information for resource management (Indonesia) and CSEAP AOD 1098 

 1099 

Three: Correlating the Black Carbon (BC) Emissions from the Global Fire Emissions Database 1100 

(GFED4.1) (Randerson et al., 2017) for the Equatorial Asian (EQAS) Region and of similar 1101 

extent to the SEAP Area) from fires at https://daac.ornl.gov/cgi-bin/dsviewer.pl?ds_id=1293 for 1102 

the period 1997 to 2020 with the SON AOD of the CSEAP Area gives 0.96. The data is shown in 1103 

Fig. B7. 1104 

 1105 

 1106 

Figure B7. Equatorial Asian region black carbon emissions from the GFED database 4.1 and the 1107 

CSEAP Area SON MERRA-2 AOD. 1108 

https://daac.ornl.gov/cgi-bin/dsviewer.pl?ds_id=1293
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9.2 Conclusion 1109 

Together the burned area, fire and BC data show that the extreme AOD in SON in some years is 1110 

created by fires in south east Asia, mainly Indonesia. 1111 

9.3 Gas flares 1112 

Gas Flares in the oil production industry increased in number over recent decades as oil 1113 

production in south east Asia (Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand and Brunei) increased from 1114 

567,000 to 1,856,000 barrels of oil per day between 1965 and 2020 (BP Statistical Review of 1115 

World Energy 2021). Reid et al. (2013) discuss the composition of the SEAP. 1116 

The World Bank has established the GGFRP which estimates SE Asia flares 4.03 billion m
3
 of 1117 

natural gas each year and the gas flare locations are shown in Fig. 1. NOAA identifies about 387 1118 

flare locations in the SEAP Area. Images of such flares producing aerosols are easily found in 1119 

Google Earth (Fig. B8) or at the GGFRP web site. 1120 

  1121 

 1122 

Figure B8. LNG Badak. Credits: Left Ridho Akbari, Right Fauzi (from Google Earth) 1123 

  1124 
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10 APPENDIX C: SCHEMATICS OF THE CREATION OF AN ENSO EVENT 1125 

 1126 

 1127 

Figure C1. Schematic from NOAA showing normal Walker Circulation 1128 

 1129 

Figure C2. Schematic after NOAA showing the stages in the development of an ENSO event. 1130 

The original image in Fig. C1 and C2 was downloaded from NOAA some years ago and is no 1131 

longer available. NOAA – National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 1132 

  1133 
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11 APPENDIX D: VOLCANO DATA PROCESSING 1134 

The volcanic eruption data was downloaded from the Global Volcanism Program database at 1135 

https://volcano.si.edu/list_volcano_holocene.cfm (Venzke, 2013). Then: 1136 

 Eruptions from 1870 were extracted; 1137 

 The Volcanic Explosivity Index (VEI) was extracted. Any eruptions without a listed VEI 1138 

were allocated a VEI of 0; 1139 

 VEI was converted to Tephra (VEIT) in Km
3
 using the table in Newhall and Self (1982) 1140 

which is a pseudo logarithmic scale – level 2 is 100 times greater than level 1 whilst all 1141 

other levels increase by a factor of 10;  1142 

 The eruption start year was extracted; 1143 

 The eruption start month was extracted. Eruptions with no start month were allocated 1144 

sequentially to January then February and so on; 1145 

 The end year and month was extracted. For eruptions with no end date the end date was 1146 

calculated using the start date and the median eruption length in (Simkin & Siebert, 2000) 1147 

of 7 weeks (2 months); 1148 

 The length of each eruption in months was calculated; 1149 

 The average monthly VEIT for each eruption was calculated and allocated equally to each 1150 

month of the eruption starting with the start month and ending with the end month. 1151 

 The VEIT for each month from 1870 to 2020 was summed; 1152 

 The monthly VEIT was summed to give annual VEIT data; 1153 

 In all the analyses except for the SEAus pressure and rainfall the annual VEIT data was 1154 

allocated to segments and averaged and the corresponding monthly Nino or associated 1155 

parameter was allocated to the same segment and averaged; 1156 

 For the SEAus pressure and rainfall only, the analysis covered the months from April to 1157 

October as this is the wet season in SEAus. The monthly values were summed to give a 1158 

value for each year; 1159 

 The VEIT, on a logarithmic scale, and the Nino and associated parameters were then 1160 

displayed on scatter plots with the trend line, trend line equation and R
2
 value. 1161 

  1162 

https://volcano.si.edu/list_volcano_holocene.cfm
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12 APPENDIX E: – CORRELATION MATRIX FOR LME AND MERRA-2 1163 

 1164 

Table D1: Correlation matrix for LME and MERRA-2 SEAP AODVIS/AOD. The average 1165 

excludes the self-correlations which return 1.00. 1166 
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